Chemically Meaningful Atomic Charges That Reproduce the Electrostatic Potential in Periodic and Nonperiodic Materials.
Net atomic charges (NACs) can be used both to understand the chemical states of atoms in a material as well as to represent the electrostatic potential, V, of the material outside its electron distribution. However, many existing definitions of NACs have limitations that prevent them from adequately fulfilling this dual purpose. Some charge methods are not applicable to periodic materials or are inaccurate for systems containing buried atoms, while others work for both periodic and nonperiodic materials containing buried atoms but give NACS that do not accurately reproduce V. We present a new approach, density derived electrostatic and chemical (DDEC) charges, that overcomes these limitations by simultaneously optimizing the NACs to be chemically meaningful and to reproduce V outside the electron distribution. This atoms-in-molecule method partitions the total electron density among atoms and uses a distributed multipole expansion to formally reproduce V exactly outside the electron distribution. We compare different methods for computing NACs for a broad range of materials that are periodic in zero, one, two, and three dimensions. The DDEC method consistently performs well for systems with and without buried atoms, including molecules, nonporous solids, solid surfaces, and porous solids like metal organic frameworks.